Your articles

» My favorite cell phone experiments
Cell phones are everywhere these days, so why not use that to your advantage? Read through various experiments using phones with the HP 39gs graphing calculator.

Learn more »

» RPN Tip #16
You've learned various RPN tips on how to use your RPN calculator more effectively. Now it’s time to expand your knowledge even more with a new RPN technique. Learn what it is.

» Meet W.A.C. Mier-Jedrzejowicz
Simply known as Wlodek, this multi-talented author behind one of the most popular books about HP calculators, answers questions and provides insight into his illustrious career. Read more.

» HHC 2009
The 36th HP Handheld Conference (HHC) was held this September. See the important topics discussed, and the evolution of the HP calculator (and the HHC!) over time.

» HP 48 one minute marvel – No. 3 distance to horizon
Marvel in these One Minute Marvels from HP. Learn these short, efficient, unusual and fun programs that you can enter into your HP calculator in one minute or less!

» The HP-41 system – 30 years old
Happy 30th Anniversary HP-
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Welcome to the sixteenth edition of the HP Solve newsletter. Learn calculation concepts, get advice to help you succeed in the office or the classroom, and be the first to find out about new HP calculating solutions and special offers.

Download the PDF version of newsletter articles.

Educator outreach

» Educator outreach
Calling all educators! Share and read stories on how HP calculators can help create a positive learning environment. Learn how.

Learn more »

The Calculator Club

Join the Calculator Club and take advantage of:

• Calculator games & Aplets
• PC/Mac screensavers & backgrounds
• HP Calculator fonts
• Custom calculator pouches
• HP Calculator forum

Register now »
41! Learn more about this popular calculator's evolution through its long, illustrious history.
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Cell phones are everywhere these days, so why not use that to your advantage? Read through various experiments using phones with the HP 39gs graphing calculator.
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You've learned various RPN tips on how to use your RPN calculator more effectively. Now it's time to expand your knowledge even more with a new RPN technique. Learn what it is.

Meet W.A.C. Mier-Jedrzejowicz

Simply known as Wlodek, this multi-talented author behind one of the most popular books about HP calculators, answers questions and provides insight into his illustrious career. Read more.
The 36th HP Handheld Conference (HHC) was held this September. See the important topics discussed, and the evolution of the HP calculator (and the HHC!) over time.

Marvel in these One Minute Marvels from HP. Learn these short, efficient, unusual and fun programs that you can enter into your HP calculator in one minute or less!

Happy 30th Anniversary HP-41! Learn more about this popular calculator's evolution through its long, illustrious history.
Are you an educator that uses Calculators in your classroom? If so, we would like to hear from you! Send us an email with insight into what HP can do to help make your classroom an amazing learning environment. What do you like about HP Calculators? What would you like to see HP calculators do to improve? We can’t wait to hear from you! Send an email to: Calceducation@hp.com